LENOVO L24i
SATISFYINGLY SOPHISTICATED.
ANYTHING BUT ORDINARY.
ALL-ROUND FUNCTIONALITY MEETS ELEGANT DESIGN.
Why settle for ordinary? When everything else in the home is chosen for style, a monitor that delivers on
performance should have a design aesthetic to match. That’s why nothing about Lenovo L24i-30 is ordinary.
Its newly restyled 7.1 mm ultra-slim head is slimmer than many smartphones, giving a clean, modern aspect
to the monitor. Its minimalist 3-side NearEdgeless form factor almost eliminates its bezels altogether letting
movies “float” in a space that’s as clean as your home’s design. Set up two side-by-side for a multi-screen
workspace and the experience is virtually gapless continuity that makes comparing detailed documents so
much easier. At its heart, L24i-30’s In-Plane Switching panel display delivers crisp, clean images that match
its physical form in quality. Even at extreme angles of up to 178°, a family can huddle to binge-watch their
favorite dramas without any one of them seeing color-distorted images. Look beneath the screen and its
upgraded metal wedge pedestal is engineered for style, stability and satisfaction: a built-in rack to neatly
hold a mobile phone as well as concealed, integrated cable management to keep wires out of sight and
de-clutter deskspace. Movie time and gameplay are rendered free of visual distraction thanks to a rapid 75
Hz1 refresh rate and AMD FreeSync™2 that eliminate streaking, ghosting, lagging and image tearing even
in the most intense situations. And no matter how long those gaming sessions last, or how long it takes to
reply to all those work emails, TÜV Rheinland Eye Comfort certification means it filters harmful wavelengths
to safeguard viewers’ eyes from fatigue. And, as if that weren’t enough, Lenovo’s exclusive and dedicated
Artery software3 gives users complete, seamless control of L24i-30’s performance, allowing fine-tuning
through the elegant interface.

FEATURES OF LENOVO L24i-30 MONITOR

7.1
mm
No AMD FreeSync™

AMD FreeSync™ On

Taking minimalism to the max

Keep watching in comfort

Uninterrupted convenience

With its brand-new minimal styling, Lenovo L24i-30’s
modern 7.1 mm ultra-slim display looks as good in any home
as the images it displays on its In-Plane Switching panel
screen. A screen that floats above its newly upgraded
two-tone metal wedge pedestal that’s engineered for
elegance, stability and convenience because it tidies cables
invisibly away behind its slender neck and integrates a rack
to neatly hold a mobile phone.

L24i-30’s In-Plane Switching panel display delivers faultless
images even when it’s viewed from angles as extreme as 178°.
So, watching a movie with the whole family will bring smiles as
wide as the viewing angle. But whether you need to work at
home, input data well into the night or get entertained, bingewatching a favorite show, this monitor safeguards users’ eyes
from fatigue thanks to TÜV Rheinland Eye Comfort-certified
technology that filters harmful blue wavelengths.

Press play. And let the movie roll or the games flow
uninterrupted. L24i-30 refreshes the screen at a rate of 75 Hz1
and, when coupled with built-in AMD FreeSync™ 2, it leaves
image tearing and stuttering way behind in the dust while
racers take the chequered flag. Plus, with Lenovo’s exclusive
Artery3 software coming standard with the monitor, users can
fine-tune its brightness, contrast and other controls to match
different usage scenarios and quickly switch between them
through its convenient and elegant “soft OSD” interface.

Lenovo L24i-30
DISPLAY
Panel Size
23.8-inch
Screen Dimensions
540.44 mm x 327.23 mm
Active Area
527.04 mm x 296.46 mm
Panel Type
3-side NearEdgeless
In-Plane Switching

Dynamic Contrast Ratio (typical)
3M:1

Power Supply
Internal

Color Gamut
72% NTSC (CIE 1931)

Voltage Required
AC 100 to 240 V (50—60 Hz)

Color Support (typical)
16.7 Million

MECHANICAL

Backlight
WLED
Aspect Ratio
16:9

Audio Signal
1 x Audio Out (3.5 mm)

Resolution
1920 x 1080

MULTI-MEDIA

ThinkCentre M Series Tiny Support
Yes, by Tiny/Nano monitor clamp II
(PN: 4XH0Z42451) & Tiny VESA mount
II (PN: 4XF0N03161)
ThinkCentre M Series Nano Support
Yes, by Tiny/Nano monitor clamp II (PN:
4XH0Z42451) & Nano VESA mount
(PN: 4XF0V81630)

Optional Soundbar Support
Yes (PN number: 0A36190)

Pixel Pitch
0.2745 x 0.2745 mm
Dot/Pixel Per Inch (DPI/PPI)
93
Viewing Angle (H x V @ CR 10:1)
178° / 178°
Response Time
4ms (Extreme Mode)
6ms (Normal Mode)
Refresh Rate
75 Hz1

Kensington Lock Slot
Yes

SPECIAL FEATURES

Cable Management
Yes

Sync Technology
AMD FreeSync™ 2

Bezel Color
Raven Black

Software
Yes3 (Lenovo Artery,
Lenovo Display Control Center)

Bezel Width (side)
2.5 mm

POWER
Power Consumption (typical/max)
17.5W / 23.5W

Brightness (typical)
250 cd/m²
Contrast Ratio (typical)
1000:1

only with HDMI inputs

VESA Mount Capability
Yes (100 x 100 mm)

CONNECTIVITY
Video Signal
1 x HDMI 1.4
1 x VGA
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Tilt Angle (front/back)
-5° / 22°

Anti-Glare
Yes

Power Consumption Sleep/0ff Mode
< 0.5W
Power Consumption Switch-off Mode
< 0.3W

AMD FreesyncTM is enabled for AMD RadeonTM Series graphics cards.
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Bezel Width (top/bottom)
2.5 / 22.4 mm

DIMENSIONS
Size Packed (D x H x W, mm/inch)
624.0 x 415.0 x 124.0 mm
24.57 x 16.34 x 4.88 inches

Size Unpacked w/ Stand (D x H x W,
mm/inch) (lowest position)
165.0 x 434.5 x 540.4 mm
6.50 x 17.10 x 21.28 inches
Size Unpacked w/o stand (Head Only)
(D x H x W)(mm/inch)
45.5 x 327.2 x 540.4 mm
1.79 x 12.88 x 21.28 inches
Weight Packed (kg/lbs.)
5.42 kg / 11.95 lbs.
Weight Unpacked (kg/lbs.)
3.82 kg / 8.42 lbs.
Weight (Monitor Head Only) (kg/lbs.)
3.06 kg / 6.75 lbs.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
Monitor with stand
1 x Power cable (1.8 m)
1 x HDMI cable (1.8 m)
Quick setup guide

CERTIFICATION
CCC
Yes
RoHS (EU 2002/95/EC)
Yes
Windows Certification
Windows 7, Windows 10
China Energy Efficiency Standard
Tier 2
TÜV Rheinland Eye Comfort
Yes

This software can be used with Windows 10 only.
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Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer rate using the various USB
connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as defined by the respective USB specifications: 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen1; 10 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2.
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